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We ask the PFII to recommend to UNDP and UNITAR to work with volunteering governments of
Indigenous Peoples and Member States to develop effective mechanisms of negotiating Peace. Peace
will provide Indigenous Peoples and our neighbors with safe options for education, health, human
rights, culture, functioning society and ecosystems.
Yamasi human rights instruments continue millennial traditions of respect for water and civilian life. The
US could not win its military war of aggression against Yamasi and our allies so the US Occupation Acts
called colonists to shield US military with civilian settlement. The US continues to use terrorist tactics of
attacking women and children and hostage-taking to coerce Yamasi into the feudal organized crime
system called the US Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) that trafficks Indigenous Peoples away from our
families, culture, and blessings, including our winds, lands, waters and especially our children. Yamasi
continue to propose to the US to negotiate for our Free Prior and Informed Consent to access winds,
lands, and waters to which we have original title and jurisdiction.
Yamasi suffer from lack of access to health because our traditional medicines are weakened by pollution
and disappearing from climate change. Yamasi and our neighbors suffer poisoning from destructive
industries including the nuclear complex and weapons factory, Savannah River Site, that US operates.
Yamasi lack modern identity documents and are thus excluded from modern health, education,
housing, food, and travel options. Our identity is appropriated by the US and its subsidiary
corporations, including the USBIA system, which has a detrimental impact on our spiritual health.
The US violently robs Yamasi of our resources and builds educational institutions that use our ancestors
and heritage as mascots while we lack resources to educate about our language, laws, and lands. All of
these tragedies are rooted in the USBIA trafficking system that removes Yamasi and other southeast
Natives from our families and enslaves us to handlers who claim our identity and are paid by US revenue
dollars to rob, rape, harass, assault, torture, and murder us. We ask the UN Decolonization Committee
to hold the US accountable for its claims of owning indigenous lands and promoting indigenous human
rights by exploring the possibility of including Yamasi territory on the list of non-self governing
territories. The US has not brought its land claims to Yamasi government in a lawful manner. We ask the
UN to facilitate multilateral negotiations to end systematic rape, torture, incarceration, slavery,
genocide, and landgrabbing and work with Yamasi toward a peace agreement and end to the US war of
aggression.
We ask for the United Nations to stop prioritizing US land claims based on institutionalized belief in
indigenous inferiority and instead to promote multilateral dialogue for a peace process to end the US
war of aggression against Yamasi and our allies. We ask the UN to expedite Indigenous Peoples’ access
to UNDP and UNITAR assistance in peace processes protocols and developing our governance to provide
effective mechanisms to protect lands and waters belonging to Yamasi and other Indigenous Peoples
held in trust per Article 73 of the UN Charter.

